
Messaging that moves 
our readers

What we’ve learned from testing 1000s of fundraising appeals



A little 
about Caitlin

● (A/B test-obsessed)

● (eager to engage our 
donors in our mission)

● (even more obsessed 
with her dog)



And Sam
● (also love testing bc 

it’s an antidote to ego)

● (nonprofiteer who 
went from politics to 
sweet sweet 
nonpartisanship)

● (obsessed with baby 
and wife)



Why do readers give?



This is my main point

Because of you.

CC BY-SA 3.0, Victor Grigas



Donors give because Wikipedia is so incredibly useful

I might not be (economically) rich but 
Bloody Hell, Wikipedia is the most beautiful 
result of modern technology that I know of 
and whoever reads this; I appreciate your 
being here! 

“

”



The goal of our 
fundraising is to move 

donors, and then 
move out of the way



Readers saw 44% fewer desktop banners 
in our 2016 ‘Big English’ campaign



The average nonprofit sends 49 emails a 
year per subscriber

Wikimedia sends 1-10



And still, every year, it takes less and less 
time to hit our fundraising goal



Thru the 
wonder of

A/B testing

CC by SA 2.0, Ian Norman





We are special
● Most nonprofits don’t have the traffic 

or user base to test this breadth of 
variations

● Community values affect the content 
and duration of fundraisers

● We strive to meet donors’ unique 
needs in each country

CC 0, ractapopulouss



I know one 
thing: 
that I know 
nothing.

Public domain, by William Jennings Bryan, Francis Whiting Halsey

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Socrates,_p_125_(World%27s_Famous_Orations_Vol_1).jpg


5 Pillars of 
Efficient 
Fundraising

● Let go of your gut
● Know your data
● Target with purpose
● Invest in the 

relationship
● Ask less. Ask better. 



It started with a banner
Introducing one of our very first fundraising banners, born in the 2000s



Today’s banner sequence



From Point A to Point B, 
with 1000s of pit stops 

in between
1691 Sanson Map of the World on 

Hemisphere Projection, in the public domain





Testing can 
feel illogical
● Image Becomes Pullquote
● Pullquote Removed
● Highlight Removed
● CTA above Form Removed
● Remind Me Later Email 

Option
● Copy update

December 1st, 2015

December 31st, 2015



Gather 
your data
● Before Campaigns

○ Focus groups, surveys
● Before & During Campaigns

○ Translator feedback
○ Community/Chapter feedback
○ Past & live test analysis
○ Donor comments & bug 

reports

Vectors in the public domain, sourced 
from publicdomainvectors.org



Throw ideas at the wall. 
See what sticks.



14% gain

But donor feedback 
is not positive...

Find a 
win!



Isolate 
what’s 

working 
and iterate 

on it Giphy, http://gph.is/1k5pPfg



Keep refining



The process is the product



There are always new 
frontiers to test

● Localization
● Increased 

segmentation by:
○ Donation history
○ Demographic data

● Campaign schedule

● Banner sequencing
● Donor education
● Mobile optimization



Every dollar that we 
receive is to us a mark of 
independence. People 
know that they can trust 
us because we are not 
influenced by any outside 
stakeholders - we are just 
here to make knowledge 
available. And so that 
support is a very 
important relationship for 
us; we are here for you 
and you are here for us. Photo of Katherine Maher by 

Victor Grigas, CC BY-SA 3.0



THANK YOU


